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Abstract 

This paper presents a method of optimized PID parameter self-adapted ant colony 

algorithm with aberrance gene, based on ant colony algorithm. This method overcomes 

genetic algorithm’s defects of repeated iteration, slower solving efficiency, ordinary ant 

colony algorithm’s defects of slow convergence speed, easy to get stagnate, and low 

ability of full search. For a given system, the results of simulation experiments which 

compare to the result of Z-N optimization and evolution of genetic algorithm optimization 

and evolution of ant colony system optimization, it has more excellent performance in 

finding best solution and convergence, the PID parameters also have optimality, system 

possesses dynamic controlling and performance. The experiments show that this method 

has its practical value on controlling other objection and process. 
 

Keywords: PID controller, ant colony algorithm, genetic algorithm, fitness function, 

ACS-GA algorithm 
 

1. Introduction 

PID (Proportional-Integral-Differential Controller is currently the irreplaceable 

technology used in industrial process control and motion control owning to its advantage 

of simple algorithm, good robustness and convenient tuning [1].The most commonly used 

technique of tuning PID parameter is Z-N principle [2], whereas others are exits. 

Ziegler-Nichols technique is easy to implement but parameters need fine tuning. The 

optimization method based on neural networks [3], fuzzy logic [4], genetic algorithm [5] 

and ant colony algorithm [6] are also developed. The optimization of PID parameters are 

improved over classical Z-N method, but the issues of premature convergence, stagnation, 

the global search ability is not high are still outstanding. Reviewing the various situations, 

we proposed the optimization of PID parameter based on ant colony and genetic mix 

algorithm in the paper. first, the PID parameter is be calculated by genetic algorithm, and 

then running the improved ant colony algorithm, by auto adjusting the route choice 

probability and pheromone updating rule, finally to search out the optimal value of the 

PID parameter. 

 

2. Ant Colony System and Ant Algorithms 
 

2.1 Ant Colony System 

Ant Algorithms was first initiated by Italia academician Coloni A, Dorigo M and 

Maniezzo V in 1992 as new simulated evolutionary algorithm in order to address some 

challenge issues in the area of discrete system optimization. The algorithm is distributed 

computation with feed forward and greedy search functions, and successfully accepted in 
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many applications, such as system control, pattern identification, multi-target 

optimization and process planning [7]. 

Ant Algorithm was initially introduced to satisfy typical requirement in composition 

optimization (Traveling Salesman Problem, TSP) [8] over n cities.  The TSP question 

could be explained by Ant Algorithm which was originally introduced by Dorigo M. The 

question requires one way shortest path over n cities based on known distance between 

every two cities. If the quantity of ants is m, dij is the distance between i and j cities,  ηij 

is the visibility of side (i,j). ij is the pheromone trail strength of side ( i, j). 
k

ijP is the 

transition probability of ant k. αis the accumulated information over movement. ( 0 ，
if 0 , then traditional the random greedy algorithm), β is relative significance of 

visibilities.  （ 0 ， if 0 , then feed-forward process) , 

 kk tabunallowed  stands for allowed next city to select for ant k. then transition 

probability )(tP
k

ij for ant K at time t would be: 
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At time N, the ant will complete one round of travel; the information at each travel path 

would be altered as follows: 
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Where ( , 1)i j t t   is the increase of information over path (i,j) in the travel round, 

( , 1)k

i j t t   is the information for ant k at time (t,t+1) over path (i,j). kL is the path length 

of ant K traveled in the round. ),( nttk

ij  is path of new ant traveled in the round. ),( ntt   

is the steps n for ant K over one round.  is the information vitality ( 0 1  ),1   is 

the information volatility coefficient. ；Q is the trace numbers of ants. 

The current research for ant colony algorithm is mainly to improve the convergence 

speed of the algorithm through experiments and stagnation, most of it is for improve the 

pheromone concentration. For example, the next city is be selected by the ant Algorithm 

rule of shifting the state of ant colony in reference [6]. The premature convergence is 

avoided caused by local optimization of algorithm by defining the up and lower limits of 

information density on the path by using the MAX/MIN ant system in reference [9].  The 

genetic algorithm with genetic factor for population is applied to the optimization 

parameters, the information density is changed according the aim function, It overcomes 

the stagnant phenomenon in optimization the PID parameters in reference [8]. The genetic 

algorithm is be using for generating the initial population and information density at the 

beginning, and then the ant algorithm is be using for optimization the PID parameters as 

its feature such as parallel, positive feedback and high efficiency in reference [10]. 
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2.2 Ant Algorithm 

Based on the above parameter definition, the solution procedure of TPS for Ant 

algorithm is as follows: 

Setting t=0 at starting time to initiate the ants. Putting ants in certain cities and 

setting 0)0( ij , the starting point will be the first information element in tabu list ktabu . 

Moving probability )(tPk

ij of each ant from city i to city j based on state transition rule. All 

ants will complete one round of travel after time n. Tabu List ktabu will record and 

compute the travel path kL for ant k over the round.  The information will be adjusted 

per formula (4), the shorter of the path, the large of ),( ntt
k

ij   will be.  The tabu list will 

be cleared when shortest path is found. The same procedure operated in cycle, when 

cycling counter maxNCNC  , the ant will find shortest and best path. 

Ant algorithm is combined distributed calculation with feed-forward greedy search 

algorithm and global convergence capability, but the algorithm is lack of initial 

information for PID parameters optimization, and lead to slow commutating.  When ant 

volumes are large, the algorithm need longer time in order to get a better solution. In 

order to overcome the above shortage, we introduced here in the paper PID parameter 

optimization based on hybrid classified adaptive ants algorithm [20-27]. 

 

3. Optimization Design Based on Gene and Ant Colony Algorithm of 

Parameters of PID Controller 
 

3.1 Classical PID Controller 

PID controller is a linearity controller, R (t) is input and Y (t) is actual output, control 

deviation as follows: 
( ) ( ) ( )e t R t Y t   

The control value u (t) consisting of proportion (P), integral (I) and differential (D) 

used to control target.  The PID control principle is: 

dt

tde
KdtteKteKtu d

t

ip

)(
)()()(

0 
                             (5) 

Where PK is proportional factor, iK  is integral factor and dK is differential factor. 

Absolute integral bias is used to evaluate the performance in process control. 

dttetJ
t

 0
)(

                                               (6) 

Punitive function is introduced in order to control over tuning. Overshoot will be part 

of target value when over tuning happened. Therefore, the most optimized performance 

is: 

dtteCtdttetITATJ
t

)()()(
0

                                      (7) 

After discrediting formula (8): 
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Where C is punitive factor in formula (7), C=0 if 0)( te . 

di TT , Is time factor of integral and differential in formula (8). 
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3.2 Introduction to PID Parameter Optimization Based On Self-Adaptive and Ants 

Mix Algorithm 

 

3.2.1. Basic Concept: Each ant is represented by PID three parameters dP KKK ，， i . Over 

the full searching area, each ant will dynamically adjust moving direction and path, and 

approach target till the best path. The update of concentration of substance information is 

determined by target function. The optimized performance indicator of the three PID data 

is determined by nodes data of the ant system. 

In order to improve the system performance of the ant system, the ACS (Ant Colony 

System) concept with classified adaptive ant algorithm is introduced here in the paper [7]. 

The improved moving philosophy is as follows: An ant at node r will move based on 

pseudo random proportional state transition rules which is defined by formula (10), tend 

to select a shorter but more informative side as moving direction, and then determine next 

city s, or it will adopt probability search per formula (1). 

 

Rules 1: Setting 

                   

     0a r g m a x , ,
u a l l o w e dk

r u r u q q

S o t h e r w i s e
s

 
 


       


 

            (9) 

q Is equally distributed random data in [0, 1]. 0q Is parameter 10 0  q , S is random 

variable based on probability distribution per formula (9). 

Rules 2 

An ant will use formula (10) as partial updating rules when it moving from i city to j 

city. 

1( , ) (1 ) ( , ) ( , )r s r s r s          

1
1

1

( , )
PID

Q
r s

R
 

                      (10) 

 Is partial information parameter,0 1   1PIDR is the number of nodes over the path. 

The value of ρ is self-adaptive changed by algorithm when the local optimal solution is no 

obviously improved during N time’s cycle. Ρ min can prevent inducing the convergence 

speed caused by the too small value of ρ.  
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Rules 3 

When the travel round finished, the best path the ant searched could be globally 

updated per formula (12) 

2( , ) (1 ) ( , ) ( , )r s r s r s        
 

2
2
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Q
r s
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                                 (12) 

 is global information volatility parameter. 0 1  . 2PIDR is the global  best 

path at the time in the area.  The value of α is self-adaptive changed by algorithm 

when the local optimal solution is no obviously improved during N times cycle. αmin 

can prevent inducing the convergence speed caused by the too small value of α.     
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In order avoid earlier information privileged , the information range  max,min, is given 

a condition.  When information is updated, if ij > max , then max = ij ,if ij < max ,then 

min = ij  

The conclusion from formula (13) 
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n is coding length. 

 

3.2.2 The Creation of Nodes and Path: Assuming PID control parameter, dP KKK ，， i  

as variables to be optimized and assuming each of the parameter will have 5 valid data. 

Based on the data sampling rules of Z-N principle in PID control system, setting data 

before decimal of each 5 of the dP KKK ，， i  will occupy one bit, data before decimal of 

each will occupy 4 bits. Ant algorithm optimizing path could be abstractive plotted in 

0-XY section by the 9 parameters. The procedure is: draw 15 pieces of line with equal 

intervals, equal length and perpendicular to X-axis, L2, L3... L15. As shown in Figure 1. 

In figure 1, L5, L6-L10, L11-L15 represents the bit 1 to 5 of dP KKK ，， i . Equally divide 

the line, total 10 sections are left and each represents the possible 10 data 0-9.  In section 

0-XY, there are total 15*10 data nodes.   ,,i i jKnot x y  Stands for node, ix is horizontal axis 

of line iL , (i=1-15， ix =0-15). ,i jy Is vertical axis of iL  for node j. Each node represents 

one data , it is data on vertical axis ,i jy .  Assuming an ant travel from origin of 

coordinates O, it will complete one round when it travels to a point in iL . The path which 

ant traveled could be presented as: 
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Where node  ,,i i jKnot x y
located at iL , the data presented by the path could be 

concluded by [11] 
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Figure 1. Nodes and Path Creation Schematics 

as shown in Figure 1, the path PID parameter an ant traveled will be 

0128.0,2347.1,5628.2  diP KKK . 

 

3.2.3 Genetic Algorithm: The Generic Algorithm was originally proposed by Professor 

J.H Holland in 1975[7].The algorithm is global heuristic random searching algorithm 

simulates natural law of “, the survival of the fittest” in biological world. The algorithm 

target at certain object of the type and apply the optimized coding from natural law to the 

colony, continuously improve body fitness function value in cycles, searching for 

optimized method and best one through generic operation. 

The algorithm consists of model setting, parameter coding, function of fitness design, g

enetic operator design, parameter setting and searching space. It’s characteristics are simp

le, high-efficiency, good robustness, parallel processing. Genetic algorithm has become a

n important branch of artificial intelligence research and was be used in signal processing,

 system identification, machine learning, fuzzy control, neural control and artificial life wi

dely [13-17]. 

The Genetic algorithm is an iterative algorithm, It generated the initial solution random

ly in the initial iteration period, and then generated the new solution randomly though sim

ulated evolutionary and genetic operation. Each solution is be evaluated by the fitness fun

ction. The algorithm converges to an optimal solution after several iterative, it may be opt

imal or sub-optimal solution of the problem [13-19]. 

Usually, original colony randomly creates, and evaluated by adaptive function )(xf (x 

represents one sample). The selection, crossover and mutation become the basic operation 

in genetic algorithm. The main calculation procedure of traditional Genetic Algorithms as 

follows [13-19]: 

 

1) Coding: 

Before researching, the selected characteristic (gene) should be identified, and then, the 

data sheet of space solution is expressed as gene string type data of genetic space, the 

grouping of difference string compose different point. 

 

2) Population initialization: 

The evolution algebra counter is set t=0, the MAX evolution generation = T, generate 

N initial string structure data (as N individual) randomly form one population P (0). 

Genetic Algorithms begin iteration calculation from this status. 
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3) Individual evaluation: 

The fitness of difference individual of population is be calculated and if the selected 

function of fitness is not best, the Genetic Algorithms maybe converged local 

optimization and can’t solute the globe optimization. 

 

4) Selection 

Selection of Operator is be used for population, the chromosomes of optimized 

individual is be passed to offspring or randomly crossover to form new individual as 

parents generation. The roulette wheel selection which subject by Holland is be used as 

the selection operator now. In this method, the selected probability i of individual is 

directly proportional to fitness. The selected probability i of individual show individual 

fitness in proportion to combined of all individual fitness in the whole population. The 

individual can pair transactions for the crossover operation after be selected [12]: 

 

5) Crossover 

Crossover is two parent chromosomes exchange the partial gene according one rule to 

generate offspring. It is the main manner to producing new generation and decided the 

capacity of global searching. The new offspring inherit the characteristic of parent. 

Crossover shows the method of information exchange and is the core of Genetic 

Algorithms. 

The crossover operator cp used is one–cut point method usually in the coding manner. 

The actual manner is that one crossing point is set in individual gene string firstly, the 

digital after the crossing point of two individual is be exchanged and two new offspring is 

be generated. The single crossing point example as below: 

Individual A: 1 0 0 1 ↑1 1 1→1 0 0 1 0 0 0 new individual 

Individual B: 0 0 1 1 ↑0 0 0→ 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 new individual 

 

6) Mutation 

Mutation creates new individual by making changes in a single chromosome and 

provides a chance for creating new chromosomes. It is auxiliary manner for creates new 

individual and decided the local searching capacity of Genetic Algorithms. The mutation 

rate decide the proportion to new chromosome enter the population. The mutation rate is 

very low in Genetic Algorithms same with the biological world, usually the value is 

0.001<pm<0.01. 

There are two advantages when applying the mutation in Genetic Algorithms. Firstly, it 

make the Genetic Algorithms has local searching capacity random, The local searching 

capacity of mutation operator mp can accelerate convergence to obtaining the best solution 

as the crossover operator cp has approached the best solution. Secondly, it can keep the 

population diversity and avoid the precocious convergence [13-18]. 

Crossover operator cp is main operator as the globe researching capacity and mutation 

operator mp is auxiliary operator as the local researching capacity in Genetic Algorithms. 

Genetic Algorithms has the global and local balance researching capacity though using 

the pair of mutual cooperation and mutual competition operator. 

  7) The end condition: if t=T, the highest fitness individual which obtain in the 

process of evolution is the optimum solution. The value of generation is be preset 

100~500 usually. 
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3.2.4 Analysis and Comparison of the Characteristics of Two Algorithms: ACS 

algorithm was an algorithm which was distributed computing method (avoiding 

premature convergence)and the positive feedback mechanism (fast finding better 

solutions) and greedy search algorithm (reducing search time). ACS was a strong parallel 

algorithm, it can start an independent solution search in the problem space of more points 

at the same time which not only increases the reliability of the algorithm, but also makes 

the algorithm has strong global search ability. 

GA algorithm sets individual coding on the parameter set and can operate directly on 

the structure of the object.It uses the change rules of probability to determine the search 

direction from the string set and has large coverage which Can effectively avoid falling 

into local minimum point,It has the global optimal searching capability. 

GA algorithm has strong practicability and large coverage which can effectively avoid 

the local minimum point.GA algorithm has self-organization, self-adaptation and 

self-learning characteristics with strong fault tolerance. It has strong extensibility(through 

pheromone cooperation).When the population size was large, GA algorithm need long 

time to search in order to get the optimal solution so the efficiency is lower than other 

traditional optimization methods. Premature convergence of GA was not conducive to 

find a better solution for easy appear stagnation phenomenon. 

The paper describes the strategy of generic algorithm as follows [19]: 

1) Genetic Coding:  We apply decimal coding method here in the paper; the 3 PID 

parameters are presented by 5 decimal valid data which will be the operational 

targets. 

2) Adaptive Function:       

 

(16) 

 

sL is the sum of node data which ants traveled. 

id is the node data of i node the ant roundly traveled, and sorted in ascending order 

by addictiveness. 

3) The creation of initial colony: generated by random method. 

4) Selection of operator: To select next node by Roulette rule per formula (10) .The 

probability to be selected for each individual objects are proportional to the value of 

adaptive function. 

5) Crossover of operator cp : as the primary operator of global searching capability. 

6) Mutation of operator mp : apply basic position mutation strategy as auxiliary operation 

in local, the probability is very low, 01.0001.0  mp . 

 

4. Procedure for PID Parameter Optimization Based On Hybrid 

Classified Adaptive Ants Algorithm 

Step 1  To calculate PID parameter based on Z-N as NZPK , NZiK , and NZdK , . 

Step 2  Assuming number of ants m, data group kPath  used to store 15 nodes 

vertical axis and its path for each ant k(k=1~m) is defined to have 15 elements.  

Step 3  Parameter of Initial hybrid strategy: Setting timer t=0, cycle 0CN , the 

maximum cycle number is maxNC and concentration of each nodes information at 

initial time ,( , ,0)i i jx y  is c（i=1~15，j=0~9）, setting ,( , ) 0i i jx y  , and then all ants 

will be set in origin O. 

Step 4  Setting i=1. if 0qq  , then transition probability  for these ants moving to 

each nodes of section iL  could be calculated by formula (9), or selecting next 

msdL
i

is ,...2,1
15

1
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node per Roulette Wheel selection method, and store the data of node into tabu 

list ktabu . 

Step 5  When each ant finish every node, updating local partial information elements 

per formula (10), self-adaptive regulating local partial information volatility 

coefficient per formula (11). 

Step 6  Setting i=i+1, i f i≤15, then jump to step 3, or to step 6. 

Step 7  Based on data group kPath (the path traveled by ant K), calculating relevant 

PID parameter 
k

d

kk

P KKK ，， i  per formula (15).Simulating in computer, the 

system performance index k

rt ,
k

st and static deviation 
kess , overshoot 

kct could be 

concluded. Calculating targets function kF for ant K by formula (7). Recording 

best path and optimized performance data, store 
k

d

kk

P KKK ，， i into 


dP KKK ，， i  

Step 8 Setting 15 tt , 1 CC NN , updating global information by formula (12), 

self-adaptive regulating global information volatility coefficient per formula (13). 

Step 9  Hybridizing by single point cross strategy (starts when hybrid 

variable 000001.0 ), generate new one. 

Step 10  By basic transition strategy (starts when variation operator 01.0mp ), 

calculating every parameter again. If the calculated performance index close to 

target function kF , store variation and update information, the scope is determined 

by per formula (14), or ignore them. 

Step 11 if maxNCNC  and whole ant colony are not yet converged to same path, 

then setting all ants to original point O, and jump to step 4. Otherwise, end the 

cycling, and output best path and relevant optimized PID parameter


dP KKK ，， i . 

 

5. Simulator 

The optimization algorithm on this paper is be used for a electro-hydraulic servo 

system of jumbler as an example
)110889133(

5268
)(

2 


SSS
sG , simulating the algorithm from 

transition function. 

In simulating test, setting system input as unit step signal. Setting 1,7.0,1  Q , 

ants number is 30, repeater times is 100. The scope of parameters of PID are: pK is 

[0.00001 20], di KK , is [0.00001 2]. 

For analysis performance of this algorithm on this paper, it is compared with N-Z, 

ACS, GA algorithm. 

Figure 2 is the unit step responds chart. Table 1 is the unit step responds table. 
 

 

Figure 1. Unit Step Responds Chart 
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Table 1. Comparison Table of System Unit Step Performance 

ALGORITH

M 

Kp Ki Kd t

r 

ts ess 

Z-N 4.58 1.

6 

0.8 3

.8 

37

.35 

8.2574

e-8 

ACS 10.0 1.

9944 

1.6

878 

2

.99 

16

.58 

4.4409

e-14 

GA 10.5

228 

1.

9999 

1.5

159 

2

.91 

16

.72 

3.3307

e-14 

ACS-GA 8.01

12 

0.

0071 

0.6

488 

5

.91 

10

.25 

0.1676 

 

Reviewing Table 1 and comparing ACS-GA step performance and other control 

algorithm, three PID parameters has optimized, static bias ess, control time ts and 

overshoot ct are reduced dramatically. Therefore, the algorithm has best control 

performance and robustness. 

 

6. Conclusions  

Genetic algorithm is easy to repeat and overlap, and slow down solving efficiency. Ant 

colony algorithm has slow speed convergence and will impact global searching capability. 

Therefore, PID parameter optimization based on self-adaptive and ants mix algorithm. Its 

basic Concept is the initial information of 
k

d

kk

P KKK ，， i  are obtained through select and 

crossover of Genetic algorithm, and then the ant colony algorithm is be using, by 

self-adapter adjusting the route choice probability and pheromone updating rule, finally to 

search out the optimal value of the PID parameter. The simulating results indicate the 

algorithm has fast and global convergences, low sensitiveness of parameters, solving 

speed are also increased. It is better way for parameter optimization in practical 

engineering.  
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